Present: Erica D, Erika S, Dakota P, Kim D, Mr. Schneider, Jack S, Charles S, and Jonathan K
March 9, 2015 (5:30pm in the Library).
NEXT MEETING IS APRIL 13 AT 5:30PM IN THE LIBRARY (refreshments will be provided):
Samsung:


We discussed how we could easily support Collegiate trying to win $120,000 by voting regularly.



We will continue to spread the message about voting using the email and alumni facebook pages.



Voting ends March 25th and it is very easy to vote at:
http://www.samsung.com/us/solvefortomorrow/contest/#winners

Academy on Parade


“On Parade” will be Friday March 27 at 7pm. Cost is $5 at the door.



Alumni are encouraged to attend!



Because some alumni from Collegiate and “Old Academy” will be there, we will have a table where we
can sell concessions and distribute information about our group.



Kim Davis will write up a draft of what will be distributed.



If you would like to help out and be at the table selling concessions, please email kimdavis@eriesd.org

Newsletter


The students are doing well with their work on the newsletter, and Jon K & Kim D are impressed
with their work so far.



The next meeting in April will focus on giving feedback on the newsletter.



Students will, ideally, have most of the work done by Mid-April, so that the magazine can be
released in early May.

Summer Events


We discussed two summer events:
1. Waldameer. It is thought that late June would be a good day to aim for. Dakota P. will look
into more information on this topic.
2. Golf tournament. We would like to do an 18-hole scramble followed by a dinner in July.
Golf courses aren’t open at this time, and we planned this somewhat late. This year: our goal
is to have a simple, fun time. Golf, beer, dinner. Because of the beer, though, this will be
restricted to anyone 21 or older. This will be a good way to raise funds. When golf courses
open in early April, we can start to seriously consider our options.

Miscellaneous:


We have taken out an ad to support Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. The play will run
April 17 & 18 at Academy. It was determined that we would use our funds to reimburse Kim D 100%
of her cost.



Our Linked-In page is doing well. We need to continue to promote that and our database.

NEXT MEETING IS APRIL 13 AT 5:30PM IN THE LIBRARY (refreshments will be provided):
On the agenda:


Newsletter critique



Database/Linked-In



Summer Events Planning

